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Abstract—An approach for tracking dynamic arterial 
vessels in X-ray angiogram sequences is developed. Firstly, 
original images are segmented into binary ones by using 
multi-scale filtering technique. Then, a discrete deformable 
model is employed to automatically track the vessel segment 
of interest, labeled by start point and end point selected by 
operator. The model deforms from its initial position, which is 
the line connecting start and end point, until stops at the real 
location of the target feature. Measurements of intensity 
similarity on end points and displacement similarity on 
middle points are introduced into the external energy to avoid 
model shrinking and shifting along the object during 
deforming. A rediscretization process is carried out after each 
deformation to ensure the continuity and smoothness of the 
model with an effect of decreasing the sensitivity to weighting 
parameters. The method is tested on several clinical 
angiogram sequences and results are presented. 
 

Index Terms—Angiogram, coronary artery, deformable 
model, motion tracking. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
-RAY coronary angiography has been widely used in 
clinic for diagnosing coronary artery diseases [1]. 

Since coronary arteries follow cardiac dynamics during 
heart beating, the projections of vessels on two-
dimensional (2-D) image planes move and deform greatly.  

The focus of this paper is on automatically tracking 
vessels in angiogram sequences. Accurate tracking and 
extraction of vessels from sequences are not only necessary 
to implement 2-D quantitative measurements of vessels, 
but are prerequisites to successful three-dimensional (3-D) 
dynamic reconstruction and quantitative analysis of 
vessels, which has been an interesting topic attracting 
increasing attention of cardiac researchers in recent years 
[2]-[4]. Early image tracking techniques were mainly based 
on template matching [5], in which a small window 
containing the object was tracked. Traditional model-free 
image processing techniques may produce indistinct and 
disconnected boundaries of structures. When integrating 
boundary elements belonging to the same structure into a 
coherent model, these techniques consider only local 
information and can generate infeasible boundaries. 
Deformable model, a vigorously researched model-based 
approach to computer-assisted medical image analysis, has 
the ability to segment, match, and track images of anatomic 
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structures by exploiting constraints derived from the image 
data together with a priori knowledge about the location, 
size, and shape of structures [6]. The deformable model 
that has attracted the most attention to date is “snake”, 
proposed by Kass [7] in 1987. Since then, many improved 
algorithms based on snake have been proposed in 
processing angiograms for vessel locations [8]-[12]. The 
main idea of these techniques is to track the vessel along 
the sequence by regarding the location of the axis in the 
previous frame as the approximate shape of the model for 
the current frame. However, these methods require 
significant amount of interactions of trained users to obtain 
the initial shape of target features for snake to deform. The 
arbitrariness introduced may lead to false tracking. 

In this paper we propose a novel tracking approach 
based on binary segmentation and improved snake 
technique. Vessel regions are firstly extracted from original 
gray images. As a result, the gray image sequence is 
transformed into binary one. Then, snake algorithm is 
applied in tracking dynamic vessels with some 
improvements. The initial shape of the snake is 
automatically obtained by connecting two endpoints 
selected by the operator on the vessel segment of interest 
from the first frame. Since deforming in binary images, the 
model is much easier to converge. Measurements of 
intensity similarity on endpoints and displacement 
similarity on middle points are introduced into the energy 
controlling the model to follow dynamic vessels. 
Furthermore, we adopt a resampling technique after each 
deformation to obtain much more continuous and smooth 
deformation results than conventional snake method, with 
an effect of decreasing the sensitivity to weights in energy 
functions. In Section II the method is described in detail. In 
Section III the method is applied to several real images 
providing satisfying results. The results, advantage, 
disadvantage, and prospect are summarized and discussed 
in Section IV. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

A. Segmenting Angiograms  

We acquired all images in this paper using a Philips 
Integris CV single-plane cardiovascular angiography 
system with an acquisition rate of 15 frames per second. 
The size of images is 512×512 pixels with eight bits gray 
level. The size of one pixel is 0.3 mm. 

X-ray angiograms are projections of spatial vascular tree 
onto the intensifier during clinical catheterization. Vessels 
in images are elongated and tubular structures with lower 
intensity values. Useful information can hardly be 
successfully extracted from original images due to the 
presence of non-uniform noise. After ordinary 
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preprocesses, such as median filtering and smoothing, there 
are still non-uniform background noise due to rib, artifacts, 
and non-uniform exposure. We employ an adaptive-
threshold algorithm to segment local vessel regions prior to 
subsequent processes. Since intensity values of vascular 
structures are lower than the others, which are employed by 
doctors to identify vessels by naked eyes, the threshold is 
chosen as the average of intensity values in the MN ×  
template. After this process the gray value of a 
pixel, ),( jiI , is transformed into 
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where ijm  is the average of gray values in the MN ×  
template centered on pixel ( )ji,  and ijσ is the standard 
deviation. If the value of a pixel in the template is smaller 
than the threshold, it is preserved; otherwise, it is changed 
to 255. 

Obviously, the segmentation is sensitive to the size of 
the template. Based on numerous experiments, the size 
should be chosen such that it will be a little more than the 
diameter of the largest vessel. According to a priori 
anatomical knowledge, the largest diameter in the image is 
about twenty pixels (1 pixel = 0.3 mm). We use the size of 
21×21 pixels to obtain satisfactory segmentations. Fig. 1(b) 
shows the adaptive-threshold segmentation result of a LCA 
(left coronary artery) image acquired from 
RAO30°CAUD24° (Fig. 1(a)). It can be noticed that 
numerous structures are present in the resulting image. 

The multi-scale techniques have been developed to 
provide a way to isolate, analyze and interpret structures of 
different scales within an image [13]. The main idea of a 
multi-scale representation is to generate a one-parameter 
family of derived images ),,( σyxI  by convolving the 
original image ),( yxI  with a Gaussian kernel 

( ) ),(*),(,, yxGyxIyxI σσ =  (5) 

where “ ∗ ” is the convolution operator. The definition of 
),( yxGσ  is 
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We convolve the adaptive-threshold segmented image 
with a set of Gaussian filters, σG  ),...,( 10 nσσσσ <<= , 
to obtain a set of scale images. The highest response over 
the set of scale images is stored as the maximum response 
map for that image as shown in Fig. 1(c). 

The effect of convolving a signal with a Gaussian kernel 
of variance σ  is to suppress most of the structures in the 
signal with a characterization length less than σ . As a 
result, most rectilinear structures are detected from 
 

 
(a)           (b) 

 

 
(c)           (d) 

Fig. 1.  (a) Example projection image of a LCA, (b) segmentation result 
using adaptive threshold method, (c) maximum multi-scale response map, 
and (d) vessel region extracted from (c) using region-grow technique. 
 
adaptively segmented images. Finally, in order to 
completely extract vessel regions, we employ an automatic 
region-grow based method. Results are shown in Fig. 1(d). 

B. Tracking Vessels  

The snake based technique is adopted in vessel tracking. 
The initial model is gradually aligned with the real axis of 
vessel by minimizing a proper energy function. As 
described above, the original angiograms have been 
segmented into binary images, where the intensity of the 
vessel region is 0 and others are 255. The subsequent 
tracking is performed in binary images. 

1) Extracting Vessel Axis  from the First Frame  

One problem with current snakes is that the performance 
depends on proper internal parameters and initial model 
position, which, unfortunately, cannot be determined 
a priori. The common experience among users is that if the 
internal parameters and initial position are not chosen 
properly, the model fails to converge to desirable features. 
For the first frame of the sequence, the initial model is 
obtained manually in most applications. In this paper, a 
straight line, connecting the start point and end point 
selected by the user on the segment of interest, is regarded 
as the initial plan. The subsequent steps are completely 
automatic without any more interactions. The degree of 
automation is increased, not only relieving clinicians from 
much tedious work, but increasing the efficiency, accuracy, 
and perhaps most importantly, reproducibility of the 
tracking.  

Suppose that N  points are sampled from the initial 
model. The discrete form of the energy function is 
defined as 

∑
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In Kass’s “snake”, the internal energy is depicted as [7] 
2

11
2

1int |2|||)( +−− +−+−= iiiii vvvvviE βα  (8) 

where ),( iii yxv
r

, )2,...,2,1( −= Ni  is a point on the model; 
α  and β  are weights. The two terms in (8) are continuity 
constraint and smoothness constraint, respectively. Since 
the first term may cause the model to shrink or lead points 
to bunch up on strong portions of the model, Williams [14] 
improved it to get  

111int 2||)( +−− +−+−−= iiiii vvvvvdiE βα  (9) 

where d  is the average distance between points. At the 
end of each iteration a new value of d  is computed. We 
normalize both terms in (9) through dividing them by d to 
obtain values between 0 and 1. The improved continuity 
constraint causes points to distribute more evenly than the 
original one in (8). But experimental results are still not 
satisfying, especially for those vessel segments with larger 
curvature. Furthermore, results may vary with the variation 
of α  and β  values. Based on these disadvantages, we use 
a resampling technique at the end of each deformation to 
evenly space the points. The detail is presented in sub-
Section II.B.3. As a result, both α and β are chosen as 1 in 
our experiments as the uniform distribution of points is 
mainly guaranteed by the resampling step. 

The external energy, extE , attracts the model to target 
features, e.g. object boundaries, in an image. Any energy 
expression that accomplishes this attraction can be 
considered for use. Image gradient and intensity are 
obvious characteristics to look at. Therefore, the following 
external energy function is investigated 

|)(|)( iiext vIvIE
rr

∇+= λγ  (10) 

where )( ivI
r

γ  is an expression that attracts the model to 
high or low intensity regions and )( ivI

r
∇λ  is an energy 

term of intensity gradient that moves the model towards 
edges or centerlines. The constants, γ  and λ , are provided 
to adjust the relative weights of the terms. γ  is positive in 
this paper since vessel regions in angiograms are darker 
than the background. λ  is also positive to attract the model 
to vascular centerlines. Since tracking is performed in the 
binary sequence, the terms are normalized as follows 

2255/||,255/ IGII normalnormal ∇== . (11) 

After such normalization, both values of normalI  and 
normalG  are between 0 and 1. Furthermore, due to the equal 

essentiality of the terms in tracking vessel axes, the weights 
1== λγ  are chosen. 

2) Tracking Vessels along the Sequence 

According to a priori knowledge about arterial dynamics 
that the arterial shape is not expected to change drastically 
during a short period of time, the convergence result of the 
model in the previous frame is regarded as the initial plan 
for the model in the current frame. 

In applications of segmenting and tracking close 
contours, snake works well. But when tracking open 
contours, such as vessel centerline, the model may shrink, 
stretch or shift along the target, unless some external 
constraints are applied to both ends of it. In our method, the 
user is asked to select feature points, such as bifurcations 
and end points of the vascular tree, to label the segment of 

interest. The following external energy function in tracking 
dynamic vessels from subsequent frames is presented as 

conimageext EEE += , (12) 

where  

2255/)(255/)( iiimage vIvIE ∇+= . (13) 

The constraint conE  is defined as similarity 
measurements including two terms 

dispgraycon EEE += , (14) 

where grayE is the intensity similarity at endpoints and 
dispE  is the displacement similarity at middle points. When 

coronary arteries are filled up with contrast medium, it can 
be assumed that no significant changes of artery brightness 
occur during a short period of time between consecutive 
frames. For both ends of the open model, representing the 
vessel axis, templates with size of ww×  pixels centered at 
endpoints are chosen. The constraint grayE  measures the 
change of intensity in both templates between successive 
frames 
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where 0=i  or 1−N  denotes indices of start or end point 
of the vessel segment; ),( yxI t  and ),(1 yxI t −  are intensity 
values of a point ),( yx in the current and previous binary 
frame, respectively; ),( t

i
t
i yx  is start (end) point on the 

current model; ),( 11 −− t
i

t
i yx is start (end) point of the 

resulting axis in the previous frame. Normalization is 
performed as 

maxEEgray  (16) 

where )12)(12(255max ++= wwE is the maximal sum of 
intensity values in the template. 

If the deformable model is only controlled by the force 
of intensity and gradient values in the image, it will most 
likely latch onto wrong places as being propagated from 
one frame to the next. The reason is that the strongest 
features in the image might not be features of interest. 
Therefore, it would be useful to add a motion smoothness 
constraint into the energy function, which is based on the 
fact that motion velocity on a natural object varies 
smoothly from one point to another [15] 

|)1()(||| −−=∆= ididdE idisp
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 (17) 
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r

 and )1( −id
r

 are displacement vectors on point 
iv
r

and 1−iv
r

 at instant t, shown in Fig. 2 
1
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We carry out the search for optimal snake using dynamic 
programming algorithm [16], speeding up the optimization.  

3) Rediscretization of Model 

As described above, at the beginning of the tracking 
process, the initial model is sampled into a set of discrete 
points. The distance between two neighbor points, d , 
determines  the resolution  of the model and  can be chosen 
by operators. Minimal and maximal distance allowed 
deformations, mind  and maxd , are derived from d .  At the 
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Fig. 2.  Displacement vector between corresponding points. 
 
beginning of the process, the three values should be 
predefined. Based on many experiments, when we used the 
following relationship, we obtained satisfactory results 

dddd 5.1,5.0 maxmin ==  .  (19) 

The rediscretization process is iteratively performed on 
the model after each deformation, including four steps: 

 

(a) Set 0=S . S is a signal with the value 0 or 1. If 
maxmin ddd << , S is set to 1; otherwise 0. 

(b) Compute the distance id  between two consecutive 
points, || 1−−= iii vvd

rr
, )1,...,2,1( −= Ni . Compare the 

value of id  with mind  and maxd : 
i. If minddi < , iv and 1−iv  are removed from the 

model by replacing them by the vessel region 
pixel, vesselP , nearest to the midpoint, im , on the 
line connecting iv and 1−iv  (shown in 
Fig. 3(a)). A new discrete model is obtained as 
shown in Fig. 3(b). Set S=1. 

ii. If maxddi > , a new point, vesselP , which is the 
vessel region pixel nearest to the midpoint, im , 
on the line connecting iv

r
and 1−iv

r
, is inserted 

into the model (shown in Fig. 3(c)). A new 
discrete model is obtained as shown in Fig. 3(d). 
Set S=1. 

iii. If maxmin ddd i << , iv  is preserved. 
(c) 1+← ii . If 1−= Ni , turn to step (d); Else turn to 

(b) continuing checking. 
(d) If 1=S , turn to (a), repeat (b)-(c); Else end the 

process, output the discrete model. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
We have applied the proposed method to clinical 

angiograms to demonstrate the validity. In this section 
some results are presented. 

A.  Vessel Extraction in Single Image 

A LCA image, randomly selected from a RAO (right 
anterior oblique) sequence, is shown in Fig. 4. The operator 
was required to select the start point and end point on his 
vessel segment of interest, labeled as white crosses in 
Fig. 4(a). Firstly, we segmented the original image and 
extracted vessel regions, using multi-scale filtering and 
region-grow (shown in Fig. 4(b)). The scales were between 

1 and 5 with an increment of 1. The straight line 
connecting start and end point was regarded as the initial 
plan of the snake, which iteratively deforms itself to adjust 
its shape to the axis of the segment as shown in Fig. 4(c). 
Another experiment with a RCA (right coronary artery) 
angiogram of another patient is shown in Fig. 5. In both 
experiments, the internal energy was decided by (9), and 
external energy by (10) and (11). As mentioned above, all 
weights were set to 1. Rediscretization resolution was 
pixels. Both experiments have demonstrated the validity of 
the method when tracking vessel segments with high 
curvature and complex shape. 

To demonstrate the advantage of rediscretization, we 
compared the tracking results of the presented method with 
those obtained without rediscretization, where the model 
shape is controlled only by internal energy (9), and external 
energy (10) and (11). In Fig. 6, the initial plan is the 
straight line connecting endpoints selected manually. It is 
obvious that the discrete points of the model are uniformly 
spaced after rediscretization step (Fig. 6(b)), while the 
result without rediscretization (Fig. 6(a)) is not satisfactory. 

B. Vessel Tracking Along Sequence  

For tracking dynamic arteries in angiogram sequences 
covering one cardiac cycle, we carried out several 
experiments. Fig. 7 illustrates a case with a LCA. Two 
frames of the sequence were selected showing results of the 
lateral branch. The snake deformation result in the previous 
frame (white points shown on image as Fig. 7(a)) was 
regarded as the initial model in the current frame 
(Fig. 7(b)). Starting from its initial location, the dynamic 
model actively modified its shape under the constraints of 
internal energy (9) and external energy (12)-(18), 
approximating the desired vessel axis in the current frame 
(Fig. 7(c)). The window size is 21×21 pixels in tracking 
both endpoints by measuring the intensity similarity 
between consecutive frames. The windows centered on 
endpoints in two binary images were magnified to illustrate 
the validity of intensity similarity measurement in tracking 
feature points (Figs. 7(d)-7(g)). Tracking results of other 
four frames in this cardiac cycle are shown in Fig. 8, where 
the tracked vessel axes are represented as B-spline curves. 
In Fig. 9 two RCA frames are shown. 

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
In this paper, the problem of automatic extraction and 

tracking for arterial vessels in angiogram sequences has 
been addressed. We proposed to adopt a deformable model 
for interactively inspecting the vascular anatomy and 
detecting the target segment, with which quantitative 
analysis will be performed. Firstly, original angiographic 
images are automatically segmented into binary ones using 
adaptive-threshold segmentation, multi-scale Gaussian 
filtering and region grow. Then, the active model 
representing the vascular axis is tracked in the binary 
sequence by minimizing the energy function that 
encompasses internal and external energy terms to attract 
the model to the optimal position of vascular axes. 
Evaluation of the proposed approach on actual image  
data yielded encouraging results. Unlike other  
tracking techniques  based on snakes which require users to  
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Pixel in 
vessel region 

with I=0

Point on the discrete 
deformable model 
(i.e. white point in 

the figure)
Midpoint between 
two consecutive 

model points  
(a)         (b)          (c)         (d) 

Fig. 3.  Rediscretize the discrete deformable model, (a) two consecutive model points, the distance between which is shorter than dmin, are removed by 
replacing them by the vessel region pixel nearest to the midpoint, (b) a new discrete model is obtained, (c) when the distance between two consecutive 
model points is longer than dmax, a new point, which is the vessel region pixel nearest to the midpoint of the two model points, is inserted into the model, 
and (d) a new discrete model is obtained. 
 

 
(a)            (b)          (c) 

Fig. 4.  Extracting a vessel segment from a LCA angiogram, (a) original image with selected points represented by white crosses, (b) vessel regions 
extracted from (a), and (c) resulting vessel axis after model deformation and rediscretization , shown on the image. 
 

 
(a)            (b)          (c) 

Fig. 5.  Extracting a vessel segment from a RCA angiogram. (a) original image with selected points represented by white crosses, (b) vessel regions 
extracted from (a), and (c) resulting vessel axis after model deformation and rediscretization, shown on image. 
 

 
(a)                       (b) 

Fig. 6.  Vessel axis extracted from Fig.1, (a) without rediscretization and (b) after rediscretization, shown on the image. 
 
delineate the initial shape of the contour, the main 
advantage of this method is that the user’s interaction is 
reduced to only select two points in the first frame of the 
sequence. The automated operation provides more 
objective and reproducible analysis of arterial motion. 
Furthermore, we adopt a resampling technique after each 
deformation to obtain much more continuous and smooth 

deformation results than conventional snake method, with 
an effect of decreasing the sensitivity to weights in 
energy functions. Although 3-D rotational angiography of 
the cardiac vasculature is already available, as is 3-D spiral 
CT, single-plane or bi-plane X-ray angiography is still  
the most widely used imaging modality for diagnosing  
and  treating   coronary  artery   diseases  in  clinic  in  most  
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(a)            (b)            (c) 

 

 
(d)       (e)        (f)       (g) 

Fig. 7.  Tracking results of a lateral branch over consecutive instants. (a) vessel axis in the first frame, it is regarded as the initial model in the second frame 
(b), (c) tracked vessel axis in the second frame. The time interval of the consecutive frames is about 0.1 second. Bottom row: magnified binary window 
centered on the start point of the segment in the first frame (d) and second frame (e), and the window centered on the end point in the first frame (f) and 
second frame (g). 
 

 
(a)           (b)            (c)           (d) 

Fig. 8.  Lateral branch tracking results in frame (a) 3, (b) 5, (c) 7, (d) 9 belonging to the same cardiac cycle as the two frames in Fig. 7. 
 

 
(a)           (b)            (c)           (d) 

Fig. 9.  RCA tracking results of two consecutive frames, (a) initial plan of the model in frame1 with two endpoints (white cross) selected by the operator, 
(b) extracted vessel axis in frame1, which is regarded as the initial model in frame2, (c) extracted vessel axis in frame2, (d) vessel regions of frame1 and 
frame2 detected from original images. Both of them are displayed in one figure to show the obvious motion of RCA at these consecutive instants. 
 
developing countries. Accurate tracking and extraction of 
vessels in angiogram sequences are not only necessary to 
implement 2-D quantitative measurements of vessels, but 
are first steps toward accurate 3-D dynamic vessel 
reconstruction. Since we have segmented original gray 
images into binary ones, we can easily detect edges of 
vessels using the intensity gradient method to obtain edge 
image. The corresponding left and right edge of the vessel 
segment can be acquired by searching the normal 
perpendicular to the axis at each axial point along the 
overall length. The cross points of the normal with the edge 
image are left and right edge points. So the 2-D diameter at 

each axis point, which is a significant parameter in clinical 
diagnosis and treatment, can be measured by calculating 
the distance between left and right edge points.  
2-D Quantitative measurement can be acquired, providing 
advantage over visual inspection of the original angiogram. 

Since actual spatial information may be reduced due to 
the projective nature of X-ray imaging modality, 
quantification of the vessel from 2-D projections on one 
view is inaccurate and sensitive to viewing angles and the 
repeatability of the results can not be ensured. 3-D 
recovery of vascular tree has attracted more and more 
attention of cardiac researchers. For “bottom-up” 3-D 
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reconstruction method [17], the detected 2-D skeleton and 
edge are basic elements for recovering 3-D skeleton and 
surfaces of vessel lumens based on the perspective 
projection principle. As to “top-down” snake based 
reconstruction technique [18], an elastic curve in the space 
deforms in order to adapt its projections to the vessels in 
the image pair. It has been validated in our experiments 
that the 3-D snake will converge to its real position more 
rapidly and accurately if using binary images, acquired 
using our preprocessing technique, rather than gray images. 

With movement of vessels in 3-D, crossings of vessels 
may appear and disappear as seen by a single X-ray 
projective angiogram. If we track the vessel independently 
in these projections, the resulting axis is ambiguous. Wink 
[19] proposed a multi-scale method for retrieving the 
central axis of tubular objects in digital images. One of 
advantages of the method is its robustness even when there 
are overlappings of multi-branches in the image. But its 
computation cost is somewhat high. In one of their 
experiments, it took 4 seconds to compute the filter 
response at different scales for the entire image, which is 
one step of their method. Furthermore, we notice that the 
method is suited to detect the axis of the tubular structure 
from one steady image. Automatic tracking of one vessel 
segment along the overall dynamic sequence can not be 
acquired by using it. If each frame is processed separately, 
the computation cost will not be acceptable.  

Since vessels are unable to overlap each other in 3-D 
space, LAO and RAO projections should work with each 
other. The ultimate goal of our study is still to track 3-D 
vessels and quantitatively measure the configuration and 
dynamics of the vessel in space to acquire full 
understanding of a vessel segment of interest for doctors. 
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